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Letter from Pat East, Executive Director
Despite the persistence of COVID, 2021 was a banner year for The Mill and for
our entrepreneurial ecosystem. We say that creative sparks fly from making
connections, and last year the sparks flew!
You can see sparks in nine new Mill programs and initiatives, including
Bloomington Remote, Crossroads Collegiate, and ReBoot. You see sparks in our
new partnerships with Crane, IU, Ivy Tech, and a host of regional cybersecurity
leaders. You see sparks in investment: Velocities met its investment goal for the
entire year of 2021 in January. The Mill’s Flywheel Fund invested almost half a
million dollars in promising startups. Elevate Ventures has invested more in our
region in the last two years than in the previous 10 combined.
No wonder Techpoint gave Bloomington the 2021 Mira Award for Rising
Tech City in Indiana. They recognized that we’re accomplishing real
change, by working together. People outside Indiana are noticing, too.
In the Midwest Startup Rankings, Bloomington moved up three spots
to #16, despite being smaller than all the other cities in the top 24.
We even won a Twitter voting war for Midwest Startup City. Other
cities may be bigger, but our community is connected, and that’s
our winning competitive edge.
In 2021 at The Mill, we connected people to opportunity. We
connected startups to resources. We connected the dots
between our own programs to define the startup roadmap.
We connected more deeply to our mission, our members,
and our partners. We embraced our connections to our local
community, to the Uplands region, and to our state.
This report traces the story of how we strengthened our
connections last year, and the wonderful results we’re seeing as
a result.
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Our Mission and Leadership

Our mission is to help launch and accelerate startups.
Our vision is to become Indiana’s center of gravity for entrepreneurship.

BOARD MEMBERS

Jason Whitney, Chair, Voting Director |
Vice President of Venture Development,
IU Ventures, and Executive Director,
IU Angel Network*

Jennifer Pearl, Vice Chair, Voting Director |
President, Bloomington
Economic Development Corporation*
Karin St. John, Secretary/Treasurer,
Voting Director | COO, St. John
Associates*

Ravi Bhatt | Co-Founder and CEO, folia
Michelle Cole | COO, Acadis/Vector
Solutions

Bryony Gomez-Palacio | Co-Founder and
Principal, UnderConsideration LLC

Tina Peterson | President and CEO of
Regional Opportunity Initiatives
and the Community Foundation of
Bloomington and Monroe County

Ben Swanson | Co-Founder, Secretly Group

John Hamilton | Mayor, City of Bloomington

Mike Trotzke | CEO, Cheddar

Anne McCombe | Director of Corporate
Affairs, MetroStar*

Geng Wang | Co-Founder and CEO,
Civic Champs*

Cindy Kinnarney | North Region President,
German American Bank

Jennie Vaughan | Chancellor, Ivy Tech
Community College-Bloomington

Beka Mech | Director of Development,
Major Gifts, Indiana University Maurer
School of Law

Derek Whitley | CEO and Founder, Exonus
*Executive Committee members
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CORNERSTONE SPONSORS

The Mill and its programming would not be possible without
the generous support of our cornerstone sponsors.

STAFF

Pat East | Executive Director
Ross Fleck | Facilities Manager
Brian Hatton | Venture Partner
Gretchen Knapp | Head of Marketing
and Communications
Rachel Kluck | Booking and
Membership Manager

ADDITIONAL SPONSORS

PARTNERS

German American Bank

B-Start

First Financial Bank

Elevate Ventures

Old National Bank

IU Ventures

Brainlabs

Gayle & Bill Cook Center
for Entrepreneurship

Bloomington Economic Development
Corporation

gBETA

Comcast

Startup Ladies

Cornerstone Information Systems

VisionTech

Acadis

Velocities

Andy Lehman | Head of Accelerator
Programming
Cy Megnin | Entrepreneur-in-Residence*
Dan Nash | Startup Ecosystem Manager*
Sarah Owen | Major Gifts Officer
Julie Sylvester | Program Manager
Melissa Ward | Head of Initiatives
and Partnerships

IU Credit Union
Ivy Tech Community College - Bloomington
Jane Martin
Secretly Group
Upland Brewing Company
Pete & Janell Yonkman
Special thanks to Smithville and Comcast for
sponsoring our internet service.

*Through our Velocities partnerships
with Elevate Ventures
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Mill Program Highlights
FLYWHEEL FUND

In 2021, we saw outstanding growth for Flywheel
Fund, our member-managed micro-VC fund.
Established in July of 2020, Flywheel is structured
as a one-year fund that aims to create more
early-stage capital for startups while also
growing the next generation of angel investors.
Qualified investors join by contributing a
minimum of $10,000 to the investment pool (and
paying a membership fee to cover operational
costs). The group meets once a month to hear
a vetted pitch, and a simple majority of votes
determines whether the fund invests. Lowering the
financial bar and time commitment is attractive
to novice investors, and the security of a group
vote removes pressure on individuals.
Flywheel’s 2020 pilot cohort had already
outperformed our goals. Launching with 11
members, we’d expected to invest a total of
$100,000 to four companies over a year. We
ended 2020 on track to awarding $120,000 to five
companies in just six months.
For Fund II in 2021, we set ambitious goals to
grow an investment pool of $500,0000 from 35
investors. Instead, we grew over 500%, raising
$640,00 from 49 investors. We hired Brian Hatton
as Venture Partner to support this growth,
increased our initial investment checks from
$20,000 to $50,000, and began making follow-on

$640K RAISED FOR FUND II $400K GRANT WON

$495K

INVESTED IN 2021!

49
23% 38%
9 COMPANIES
FEMALE
FOUNDING
TEAMS

MINORITY
FOUNDING
TEAMS

INVESTORS
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investments of $50,000150,000 in our portfolio
companies.

Fund over three years
to the private fund
limit of 100 investors
Not only has the fund followed on in our
and $1.33M and 2)
subsequent fundraising round, but the
connections
and
buzz
from
the
network
We also applied
create a second,
have been significant in securing other
for, and won, a
$500,000 three-year
investors,
sourcing
talent,
industry
$400,000 Capital
fund called Turbine
connections, and more. Flywheel Fund
Challenge grant
for experienced
clearly has the founder top of mind,
from the federal
investors. By the end
which makes for a great partnership
EDA (Economic
of the three-year
that benefits both the company and
the investors—everyone wins.”
Development
grant period, the two
Administration). The
funds
should become
—Jennie Moser,
Capital Challenge
operationally sustainable
CEO, Stagetime
provides operational support
through investor fees. Elevate
for the formation, launch, or
and IU Ventures contributed inscale of investment funds that seek
kind staff time to our 1:1 match.
to invest their capital in scalable startups.
Our winning application, the Twincharger Project,
Our goal for Fund III, launching in spring 2022, is to
will use the grant money to increase outside
raise $1 million. By the end of 2021, we had already
personnel time in order to 1) grow Flywheel
reached $750,00 in commitments.

FLYWHEEL
INVESTMENTS
2021

Beastcoast $50,000
ProBook $50,000
The Bee Corp $50,000
Blueprint Stats $50,000
Civic Champs $75,000 (follow-on)
FloWaste $20,000 and $75,000
(follow-on)
Invoke Learning $50,000
Qualifi $25,000 and $50,000
(follow-on)
Stagetime $75,000 (follow-on)
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CROSSROADS

After evaluating the growth of our signature
event, Crossroads Pitch Competition, over
the past five years, we decided to expand
the Crossroads brand in 2021. We added new
events, new services, and new opportunities
to better serve startups, our region, and the
statewide ecosystem.

CROSSROADS COLLEGIATE

In February, we launched a new statewide
pitch competition under the Crossroads
brand: Crossroads Collegiate. Any startup
with a founder currently enrolled at a college
or university in Indiana was eligible to apply.
Supporting early stage entrepreneurship is
critical to The Mill’s mission of launching and
accelerating startups, and collaboration
with higher education provides access to a
constant stream of new innovators.
We reached out to colleges and universities
across the state and drew a diverse group of
applicants.

15

18
STARTUPS
16
9
COLLEGES

MALE
FOUNDERS

FEMALE
FOUNDERS

ProBook Sports (founded by Andre Harakas,
Carter Dood, and Graham Terry, representing
Indiana Wesleyan University) placed first at
the April finals. ProBook streamlines sports
team management, allowing coaches to
track and foster athlete development while
building team culture through an all-in-one
app that allows them to share game videos,
set goals for athlete nutrition, share chat and
news in a team feed, message players and
their families, and more. Harakas pitched
one hour after taking his last exam at Indiana
Wesleyan University! His team took home
$5,000 cash, priority placement at the IU
Maurer School of Law’s IP Clinic, and a slot to
pitch at Elevate Nexus (pre-seed).
The second-place winner, Zokos, also
received a slot to pitch at Nexus. Founded
by Ryan Ryker, Rod Baradan, Julian Marquez,
and Michael Altenburger (representing Ivy
Tech South Bend), Zokos allows resellers of
liquidated e-commerce returns to process
and post products to online marketplaces
up to seven times faster. The other two
finalists were Naxos Neighbors (Joanne Kelley
Cogdell, Ivy Tech South Bend, and Kirk Hoey,
Ivy Tech Richmond) and Spoke Locally (Matt
Baggott, Hanover College).
Additionally, IU Ventures awarded $2,000
to the top top-scoring Indiana University
startups ($1,500 to Menstrual Mates and
$500 to Elevate) to use with The Mill’s Startup
Studio, which provides design services for
startups.

Perhaps most exciting, as it demonstrates
our theme of connectedness, ProBook later
received a $50,000 investment from Flywheel
Fund.
Thank you to our sponsors:

CROSSROADS PLATFORM

In considering our expertise in running pitch
competitions, we began offering turnkey,
white-label pitch competition support for
other communities and organizations. The
Crossroads Platform makes it easy to quickly
launch an entrepreneurial competition,
create opportunity, build connections, and
grow a local startup ecosystem. For The
Mill, it’s an opportunity to work toward our
vision of becoming the center of gravity for
entrepreneurship in Indiana.
In June, we ran the backend of the Radius
Defense Innovation Crane IP Competition.
In the fall, we contracted with the City of
Fort Wayne to run PASE (Project Activate
SouthEast Fort Wayne), an initiative of 6th
District councilwoman Sharon Tucker. We
ran all the behind-the-scenes aspects
of the competition: advising on structure
and process, providing a web portal for
applications, assembling pitch deck tips and
examples for participants, organizing entries
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and files, creating an electronic scoring
rubric, facilitating the Zoom backend of the
event, and more. The finals took place on
December 11, and Marquessa Ewing took
home a hefty cash prize of $150,000 to bring
to life her business, The Backyard, an indooroutdoor entertainment space.
We also used our experience running
pitch competitions—application intake,
file handling, and organization methods—
to demonstrate a potential solution to
streamline INTAP applications and judging for
the ISBDC. In December they contracted with
us to build it out in 2022.
We look forward to sharing the Crossroads
Platform with more communities and playing
a bigger role in boosting the statewide
ecosystem.

CROSSROADS PITCH COMPETITION

In its fifth year, the flagship brand event, the
Crossroads Pitch Competition, continued
to provide an outstanding opportunity
for Hoosier startups to showcase their
innovations to the statewide ecosystem, win
non-dilutive prize money, and gain critical
access to investors and entrepreneurial
support.
The 2021 fall competition attracted startups
from across Indiana. They presented to over
30 judges representing Microsoft, gener8tor,
Gravity Ventures, Hyde Park Ventures, Sixty8
Capital, High Alpha, 50 South Capital, IU

40 APPLICANTS

30

COMPETITORS

60%

$10K

CASH PRIZE

$100K+

IN FOLLOW-ON
PITCH POTENTIAL

We are beyond grateful for the
opportunity this affords ArcticRx. We
can’t thank The Mill enough for their
part in the future of #VaccineEquity.
The Mill has done a tremendous job
fostering a spirit of camaraderie in the
Hoosier community of entrepreneurs
and change makers.”

FOUNDING TEAMS
WITH AT LEAST
ONE WOMAN

Ventures, Heartland Ventures, and other
notable companies and organizations.
The finalists were AeonCharge (West
Lafayette), GittaSitta (Granger), Studia.
app (South Bend), and ArcticRx (Anderson),
marking the first Crossroads finals that didn’t
include a Bloomington startup. The winner,
ArcticRx, took home $10,000 in cash and a
package of in-kind services. The highestscoring seed and pre-seed contestants
also won priority consideration to pitch at
Elevate Venture’s prestigious Nexus Pitch
Competition for the chance to win $20,000 or
$80,000.
ArcticRx solves a critical problem in
transporting vaccines to remote and rural
areas: how to keep the doses cold enough,
long enough to reach their intended

—Stuart Lowry,

CoFounder, ArcticRx

populations. ArcticRx is a reusable, low-cost
pod for shipping that keeps vaccines at the
required ultra-low temperatures (ULT) up to
five times longer than current methods. The
pod provides 21+ days of stable, ultra-low
temperature (-77c) using dry ice and without
requiring batteries or electricity.
Thank you to our sponsor:
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CROSSROADS IDEA COMPETITION

Finally, in November we brought our fledgling
Spark Business Plan Competition into the
Crossroads brand family and relaunched
it as the Crossroads Idea Competition. This
program spurs entrepreneurs to take the first
step, by offering a low-barrier opportunity
to articulate a concept and get expert
feedback (and perhaps a small cash prize).
Once participants started exploring their
ideas, we believed they might then decide to
enroll in B-Start or another pre-accelerator,
inching closer to launching a viable startup.
Ideally, this idea competition will feed into
and support other entrepreneurial support
programs in the ecosystem.
So far, it’s working! We held the Finals for the
Crossroads Idea Competition on December

15. Mill member John Laughlin and his
brother-in-law Josh Roche won $2,500 for
their idea of WANDR, a community of outdoor
adventurers who want to either rent out
their own gear or seek to rent others’ gear.
The next stop for WANDR was the Elevate
Nexus regional competition for southern
Indiana, where they secured a $20,000
pre-seed investment—and they’re
continuing to move forward.
Thank you to our sponsor:

The WANDR team is incredibly thankful
for the opportunity to share our vision of
the company through the Crossroads Idea
Competition. The funds will be useful as we
continue to develop our MVP and engage in
market research over the coming months.
A secondary thanks to The Mill for their
continued support of the startup community
here in Bloomington. They are a resource
any entrepreneur is lucky to have.”

—Josh Roche,

CEO, WANDR
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MILL COHORTS

Our ecosystem offers valuable opportunities
for entrepreneurs at events like Crossroads
and Nexus, and through funds like Flywheel
and the Community Ideation Fund. But
to succeed in taking advantage of those
opportunities, founders need support to
prepare.
Accelerators and pre-accelerators help
founders understand their customer, define
their market, refine the marketing plan, and
prepare a compelling pitch. We have long
recommended that all our member startups
apply to gBETA to gain those skills. The
launch of gBETA’s Bloomington-Columbus
program in 2021 was a fantastic step forward
for our region. Other programs, like B-Start,
help entrepreneurs at an even earlier stage.
In that funnel from idea to B-Start to gBETA,
however, we saw a gap and an opportunity.
We designed Mill Cohorts as a step between
B-Start and gBETA. Our new pre-accelerator
bolsters startup skills in product-market fit,
metrics and KPIs, and financials. It’s a good
fit for founders who have launched a startup
or are ready to launch with an existing MVP.
Going through an accelerator program
is about more than skills, however. It’s
also about connecting: to mentors, to
investors, and most of all, to other founders
who can share the ups and downs of
entrepreneurship long after the program
ends. For that reason, we decided to limit

participation to Mill member companies
to deepen their community connections,
and invited one college startup, through
the Luddy School, to add one more point of
connection to IU students.
We opened applications in late 2021 for the
2022 program scheduled to start in midJanuary and wrap up before spring break.

CYBERSECURITY
EXCHANGE (CSX)

As we think about how to connect our
startups to opportunity, one industry stands
out as holding exceptional potential for our
region: cybersecurity.
We first began looking at cybersecurity
during the peak of the pandemic in 2020, as
a prime vehicle for economic recovery given
the growth of the industry, its high-paying
jobs, and our unique regional assets. So in
February 2021, we created the Cybersecurity
Exchange (CSX), a new cybersecurity
advisory board. CSX provides a platform
for cybersecurity leaders to learn from one
another, collaborate on ideas and projects,
and advocate for cybersecurity to become
an economic driver in the Innovation
Corridor that runs from Muscatatuck through
Bloomington and on to Crane.

MEMBER
PERKS
To further support our startup
members, we expanded our
partnerships and perks for members
considerably in 2021. To our existing
perks from IBM, DigitalOcean Hatch,
Twilio, and Miro, we added new offers
from global leaders and local service
providers worth well over $150,000.
• We became a partner with Microsoft
for Startups, a global program
designed to support B2B startups
as they build and scale their
companies. Members can receive
up to $150,000 in Azure Cloud credits
and many other benefits.
• We also became an Amazon Webs
Services (AWS) Activate provider.
AWS Activate helps startups access
a host of free benefits, including AWS
Cloud credits, AWS Business Support
credits, members-only offers, and
access to the Activate Console.
• Deep Word and Felt Creative Co offer
free credits and consultations to
fellow members.
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We recruited 22 board members from
government, private business, higher
ed, and the nonprofit sector, including
representatives from: NSWC Crane, NSIN,
MetroStar, Dioltas, DAXEOS, Indiana University,
Ivy Tech, Purdue@WestGate, IEDC, IN3, and
ROI. We met quarterly and hired consultant
Courtney Zaugg of Plaka + Associates to
facilitate a 2022 action plan discussion. As
a result, guided by the advice of this new
board of experts, The Mill will be creating a
cybersecurity accelerator program in
2022 or 2023.
These productive new relationships with
the cybersecurity ecosystem are already
catalyzing other exciting new initiatives, such
as the PROPELS Accelerator.

PROPELS

In August, we formalized our relationship
with NSWC Crane in a five-year Partnership
Intermediary Agreement. This agreement

laid the foundation to
increase access to
and development of
Crane’s technology,
subject-matter
expertise, and
intellectual property.

We look forward to working with
The Mill and their partners to
rapidly move innovations from
the NSWC Crane patent portfolio
from concept to market.”

—Jenna Dix,

Technology Transfer
Director at NSWC Crane

Then in late 2021, we began
conversations with Crane
on the PROPELS Accelerator
(PRomising OPportunities for
Engagement with Local ecoSystem), a new
program to commercialize patented Navy
tech. The program will feature a tech expo at
The Mill, where Crane IP holders and inventors
will pitch their technology and inventions
to entrepreneurs. The entrepreneurs will
choose which tech to commercialize in a
new product, platform, or company. The
Mill will lead newly formed founder teams
through a 6-week accelerator program. The
program will culminate in a demo night, and
participants will then move on to pitch at the

Radius Crane IP Defense
Innovation Pitch
Competition in summer
(as noted earlier, we
ran the backend of
that event in 2021 for
Radius Indiana, using the
Crossroads Platform).

Crane’s Technology Transfer
team and The Mill submitted a
grant to the Office of Naval Research
Crane to fund the program, with help from
Dioltas, Radius, Elevate Ventures, and the
Defense Entrepreneurs Forum, which was
confirmed in early 2022. We’re excited to
connect regional entrepreneurs with the
powerful opportunities in Crane IP.
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CODE/IT ACADEMY

The potential of tech industries like
cybersecurity to transform our economy, and
the financial toll the pandemic has taken on
individual households, create another a winwin opportunity to make connections. The
startup ecosystem we’re building with our
partners needs tech talent to grow and thrive.
In turn, local residents need the skills to access
those high-paying jobs, particularly our most
vulnerable populations.

10
WEEKS 87

$0 FEE

TOTAL
PARTICIPANTS

GRADUATION RATE
83% AVERAGE

In 2021, we rebranded the program
to Code/IT Academy, added
In response, in October of
new partners, and offered
2020, with financial support
two sessions. The May
from Recover Forward
session focused on
Bloomington and
IT Administration,
operational support
specifically CompTIA
from gener8tor,
This is such a perfect example of another
Network+, and
we launched The
way that Bloomington is continuing to lead
received over 50
Mill Code School,
the way in the world, with the collaboration
applications. Twenty
you’ve brought together, and the skill set
a free upskilling
people went through
that graduates have learned to become
program to train the
part
of
an
emerging
economy.”
the
10-week training,
unemployed and
delivered this time
underemployed for a
—Blair Milo,
by
Ivy Tech. The
career in coding. We
Former Indiana Secretary for
training was once again
Career Connections and Talent
received 140 applicants,
completely
free, thanks
selected 40 to participate,
to a $35,000 Duke Energy
and were thrilled that 81% of
Foundation
grant, and 95% of
them successfully graduated
the cohort successfully graduated.
the program. Bloomington Mayor John
Hamilton and then-Indiana Secretary of Career
Connections and Talent Blair Milo spoke at
our virtual graduation ceremony. Afterwards,
gener8tor and The Mill immediately went to
work with students and partner companies on
job placement. By 2021, our placement rate for
that first cohort had reached 60%.

The October cohort of Code/IT Academy
offered an introduction to software
development to 27 participants. Of the
applicants, 30% were minorities, 50% were
women, 20 identified as immigrants, and
20 identified as LGBTQ+. We achieved 75%

retention, compared to the typical 50%
average.
Code/IT graduate Karen Oeding’s story
shows the potential impact of the program
on individual lives, and on our startup
ecosystem. Though she had been selfemployed building websites since the ‘90s,
her skills had become out
of date, and she’d lost
half of her clients to
pandemic-related
budget cuts. The
Mill’s coding
This program gave me a
program instilled
chance to succeed and
new skills that
changed my personal and
allowed her to
professional trajectory.”
seek new clients
—Karen Oeding
and increase her
rates with confidence.
Karen then joined The Mill’s
Startup Studio, which connects Velocities
region companies to skilled, affordable digital
and design services. Karen’s first new client?
ProBook Sports, the winner of Crossroads
Collegiate Pitch Competition, fresh off a new
investment from Flywheel Fund.
Thank you to our sponsors:
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REBOOT

Another new program to ensure equitable
access to entrepreneurship and the new
economy, ReBoot launched in February.
ReBoot offers inclusive entrepreneurial
training to underserved populations, in order
to open the door to opportunity wider.

Danielle Morris won Demo Night and took
home the winning prize of $2,500, sponsored
by Velocities. Her business Heroine Studios
provides photography services to help
women in recovery from substance abuse
reclaim their self-esteem.
After the program, Danielle continued to
follow our startup roadmap: in fall, she
applied to Crossroads and made it to the
semifinals!

The 2021 pilot program focused on helping
the formerly incarcerated develop viable
business ideas. We partnered with New Leaf
– New Life, which supports incarcerated
We launched a second cohort of ReBoot
individuals to make a successful transition
in the fall, full of confidence, and following
back into the community, and Courage to
the same process with the same partners.
Change, which offers low-barrier housing
Enrollment doubled, but actual attendance
and services to individuals in recovery. They
tanked. Our experienced partners helped
provided vetted referrals and helped set
us understand that working with and
program criteria and stability metrics (such
supporting underrepresented populations
as full-time employment, a stable living
can be highly unpredictable.
situation, established sobriety, and so on).
Participants in the six-week pilot program
To help mitigate that, we then contracted
learned how to focus their business ideas,
with 180° Consulting at the Kelley Institute
get customer validation, and present their
for Social Impact to help identify additional
business to potential investors. At the end
partners who can support ReBoot, and
of the program, they became members
additional populations the
of The Mill, where they could
program can serve. Having
take advantage of our other
secured $20,000 in ARPA
programming to grow their
funds via the City of
businesses and connect to
Bloomington, we
an extensive network of
hope to “reboot”
Thank you so much. I really
mentors and investors.
ReBoot in 2022,
enjoyed doing this. It gave me the
and extend the
confidence boost I needed to really
Our spring cohort
opportunities of
get this rolling and start working on
had seven diverse
my other business ideas as well. It
entrepreneurship
has been an amazing opportunity.”
participants with a broad
to even more
range of business ideas.
people.
—Spring 2021

ReBoot participant

COWORK SCHOLARSHIPS

In addition to offering inclusive
entrepreneurial programming, we continued
our efforts to building a diverse, welcoming
cowork community. Our scholarship funds
offer a total of $22,200 in membership
subsidies for women and minorities, half of
which is earmarked for Black entrepreneurs
and professionals. We also provide a
deeply discounted, $20 monthly full-time
membership rate for Kelley students. Our
connections are at their most powerful when
they are diverse, equitable, and inclusive.

21 scholarships for women & minorities
17 women • 4 men • 14 BIPOC
$24,000/yr value

6 scholarships to BIPOC IU Kelley students
4 men • 2 women • 6 BIPOC
$12,000/yr value • $1,440/yr sponsorship
from IU Ventures

12 additional scholarships to IU Kelley and
Hoosier Consulting Network students
10 men • 2 women
$18,000/yr value
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K-12 EDUCATION
PROGRAMS &
PARTNERSHIPS

As the saying goes, the best time to plant a
tree is ten years ago, and the second-best
time is today. When it comes to growing
our entrepreneurial ecosystem, we know
that it’s never too early to start planting the
seeds of entrepreneurship. To that end, we
continued our support for Lemonade Day
Monroe County and also formed new K-12
partnerships in 2021. We had a wonderful
time working with young entrepreneurs!

MAVERICK CHALLENGE

Early in 2021, we partnered with MCCSC
and the Greater Bloomington Chamber
of Commerce on a high school pitch
competition that showcased students from
the Academy of Science & Entrepreneurship
and its INCubatoredu program. We had a
blast, but we wanted to reach more kids.
So in the fall we partnered with
Bloomington High School North and the
Academy of Science & Entrepreneurship
to provide a different entrepreneurship
curriculum, from the Maverick Challenge.
We provided instruction and support over
several months to help students turn their
ideas into businesses, and the Chamber
provided local community mentors. A
total of 32 students across both schools
registered for the Maverick Challenge: a
967% increase from 2020.

The program culminated in the Maverick
Challenge Monroe County High School Pitch
Competition in February 2022. The winner
then moved on to the six-county finals.

credit for the one-week class, billed as
“From the Napkin to the Pitch”—a lightningfast program to develop an idea. The
Bootcamp ran again in January 2022.

YOUNG ENTREPRENEURS CAMP

STARTUP SUMMER

We also collaborated with the Boys &
Girls Clubs of Bloomington to deliver a
6-week summer program called Young
Entrepreneurs Camp. About 45 club
members visited The Mill on Wednesdays
throughout June and July to learn critical
skills that will help them identify an
ideal customer, understand a business
opportunity, and learn how to make money
from the idea, market the business, build
a pitch deck, and present their idea. The
program culminated in a Pitch Showcase
in July, where the kids pitched their ideas to
family, friends, and community leaders.

HIGHER ED PROGRAMS &
PARTNERSHIPS

We deepened our relationships with
Indiana University and Ivy Tech in 2021
and piloted or planned several new
entrepreneurial programs for students and
faculty.

IU STARTUP BOOTCAMP

In January 2021, Andy delivered a short,
virtual Startup Bootcamp class for the
O’Neill School of Public and Environmental
Affairs at IU. Both graduate and
undergraduate students could receive

Startup Bootcamp was a great way for IU
students to explore entrepreneurship at
an entry level. We also wanted to support
students who were further along in the
process, with a startup ready to launch
or already up and running. We thought
it would be great if, instead of getting a
summer internship working for someone
else, student entrepreneurs could spend
that time growing their own startups and
taking advantage of The Mill’s startup
resources. The new program, Startup
Summer, would allow collegiate founders
at IU and Ivy Tech to get paid to intern for
themselves, essentially.
We engaged SEEK (Social Enterprise
Engagement), a member of the Kelley
Institute for Social Impact (KISI) to run a
case competition around our proposed
program. We spent several weeks writing
the scenario with them and setting up
the competition guidelines. Ten teams
submitted one-page proposals, and five
finalists presented to a panel of judges. The
winning team had the most comprehensive
plan and program: from when to start
marketing and open applications to the
length and type of programming, they
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nailed it. Their proposal included a blind
review process to remove bias, a realistic
and comprehensive budget, and good
ideas for how to engage the ecosystem
to support these collegiate entrepreneurs.
They also identified several funding and
grant opportunities.
Startup Summer applications opened in
December. We’ll accept 6 students into the
eight-week program that kicks off in June
2022.

OSTROM CYBERSECURITY
SHOWCASE

We connected the dots between our
cybersecurity initiations by working with the
Ostrom workshop and NSWC Crane to pilot
a sprint for students to develop a potential
business idea around the cybersecurity
sector. At the Showcase in October,
three teams of students presented their
ideas to a panel of cybersecurity experts,
entrepreneurs, and investors.

IU FACULTY STARTUP
ACCELERATOR

In fall, we partnered with the IU Innovation
& Commercialization Office (ICO) to plan a
new pre-accelerator program for IU faculty
and staff looking to turn their research
and innovations into a business venture.
Applications opened in December, and we

accepted 7 participants. The
six-week program began in
February 2022.

PiBELT

to individuals and the
country. Over five weeks,
we took participants
from idea to pitch
deck. Students
It has been great training and as
received training
a business starter, I would like
in areas such as
to thank you for preparing such
business modeling,
a useful and game-changing
training for us.”
sales, and market
analysis, and they
—PiBELT
networked with
participant
business leaders and
mentors.

One of our more
unusual collaborations
this year was the
Partnership in Business
Entrepreneurship
and Leadership
Transformation (PiBELT),
led by IU and Ivy Tech.
Our task was to develop
and deliver entrepreneurial
programming over Zoom, to students
of Bahir Dar University (BDU) and Debre
Markos University (DMU) in Ethiopia.

First, we ran a two-week Train the
Trainer session with Ethiopian university
representatives, to walk them through what
a pre-accelerator might look like and how
they could facilitate and support student
learning. Then we co-facilitated preaccelerator activities with BDU and DMU
throughout the summer as they began
growing their entrepreneurial ecosystem.
The program received 500 applications—
an indication of the strong demand
and need for the program and for the
economic benefits of entrepreneurship

The feedback for the
program from participants was
overwhelmingly positive. Four alumni of the
program competed in a nationwide jobcreation competition held by the Ethiopian
Ministry of Labor and Skills and won.
For The Mill, sharing what we know of
entrepreneurship with the students in PiBELT
was a rewarding experience. We connected
across the globe to share our knowledge,
and in the process formalized some of
our entrepreneurial programming into
curriculum at home in Indiana. And more
than once, the PiBELT project reminded us
of the power of entrepreneurship to change
lives in truly profound ways.
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BLOOMINGTON REMOTE

While many of our programs focus on
nurturing startups and entrepreneurship from
within, our ecosystem also needs outside
investment and talent to grow. In June we
launched Bloomington Remote, our program
to recruit remote workers to relocate to
Bloomington. Bloomington Remote seeks to
attract tech talent and raise Bloomington’s
profile with national employers—and reap the
benefits to our tax base and local economy.
The program highlights Bloomington’s unique
character and high quality of life. Participants
receive a no-cash incentive package centered
on free coworking and fast connection to
community through Mill membership.
We set modest goals for the pilot—convince
10 people to move within a year—and instead
signed 14 contracts in six months. Our 14
participants include startup CEOs, remote
workers, software developers, and even a
YouTube influencer. A partnership with Indiana
startup MakeMyMove was crucial to our
success. They contracted with an IU professor
to calculate the considerable economic
impact of Bloomington Remote’s first cohort on
Monroe County: over a million dollars annually.
Thank you to our sponsors:

2021
Seattle, WA

Gilroy, CA

P ILOT

BY

T HE

COMMUNITY PROGRAMS
& PARTNERSHIPS

NU MBE RS

.
.. .

Reno, NV

Monterrey, MX

..
.

North Plainfield, NJ
New York, NY

Washington, DC

..

recruits

14

4

..

Austin, TX
Tampa, FL

Jacksonville, FL

6

software engineers

2
1

..

Dunn, NC

applicants

months

472

40 states
25 countries

CEOs

YouTube influencer

average
salary

$92.5K
pilot ROI

671%
annual economic
output

BASED ON THE REMOTE WORKER
IMPACT MODEL DEVELOPED FOR
MAKEMYMOVE BY ANALYSTS DREW
KLASIK AND JOTI KAUR MARTIN AT
THE IU PUBLIC POLICY INSTITUTE.

6.88 JOBS CREATED IN MONROE COUNTY

$1M+

Connectedness was a key incentive in
our recruitment for Bloomington Remote.
Our friendly, welcoming community
at The Mill makes it easier for new
residents to feel at home, make friends,
and get recommendations for services
and entertainment. By holding casual
networking events for Mill members
and community residents as COVID
restrictions on gathering eased, we
created intentional opportunities for
connection and creative sparks.
To help Bloomington Remote participants
meet other remote workers from around
the community, in May we launched
our monthly Remote Worker Meetup,
a casual lunch held at The Mill. By
December, we’d had over 140 registered
attendees, plus many drop-ins from the
Meetup Group (43 members).
Starting in August, we hosted Andrew
Woodard and the Uplands Maker Mobile
at the Maker Café, a free monthly open
house drop-in to explore 3D printers, laser
cutters, and other maker tools.
Then, in response to interest from Taylor
Reid, a Bloomington Remote participant,
in December, we successfully revived
Design & Donuts, a monthly morning
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gathering for designers of all stripes to
connect for creative conversation (and, of
course, donuts).
Finally, we also connected with our economic
development partners to apply for READI
(Indiana Regional Economic Acceleration
and Development Initiative) funds. The
Mill was involved in the working groups
coordinated by ROI (Regional Opportunity
Initiatives) for Talent and Business Attraction,
Talent Development, and Entrepreneurship
& Innovation. We submitted 11 projects
and proposals. Two were chosen as lead
projects (Bloomington Remote and Code/
IT Academy), and we will provide support on
four others, pending the State’s awards and
allocations.

INNOVATION WEEK

Every year, we open the doors to The Mill
and partner with organizations across
the community to explore and celebrate
innovation during iWeek. 2021’s iWeek was
held October 10–15 and included a variety
of events, including a Cybersecurity Sprint
Week, the Crossroads Pitch Competition
finals, the Community Innovation Awards
Gala, Ada Lovelace Day, the BEDC
Opportunity Expo & Job Fair, and sessions
offered by our friends at the Luddy School,
the City of Bloomington, Elevate Ventures,
and the Uplands Lean Network.

COMMUNITY INNOVATION AWARDS

In March we combined our three major
awards—Best Places to Work, Fuse, and Fast
15—under the umbrella of the Community
Innovation Awards, in partnership with the
Herald-Times and the BEDC.
The Community Innovation Awards
celebrate and publicize our community’s
business successes. Our accomplishments
are amplified and encouraged when
acknowledged before our colleagues and
friends. The Best Places to Work Awards
recognize the area’s best employers
and provide organizations with valuable
employee feedback. The Fast 15 Awards
recognize the MVP employees who drive
innovation at our companies. The FUSE
Business Innovation Awards recognize
the accomplishments of companies and
individuals in Bloomington’s thriving tech
scene.
We kicked off iWeek with a gala to announce
the winners. The Event Hall was packed
to celebrate all the amazing employees,
businesses, innovators, and supporters in our
ecosystem.

CYBERSECURITY SPRINT WEEK

We also partnered with MetroStar to hold a
Cybersecurity Sprint Week in parallel with
iWeek. A sprint week is a fun innovation
exercise in which teams try to solve big realworld problems in just five days. MetroStar
sponsored the Sprint and provided the

challenge scenario and subject-matter
expert mentors. Three teams of IU students
and local professionals worked throughout
iWeek at The Mill, building solutions to the
challenge.
On Demo Night, Team Cloud emerged as
the winner. They took home $1,000, and each
member received a free 6-month full-time
membership to The Mill. Team SecureStar
came in second and won 3-month full-time
memberships. Team FISH came in third and
received 3-month part-time memberships.
We were thrilled that MetroStar CEO Ali Reza
Manouchehri flew into town for a Fireside
Chat. Ali shared his experience of growing
MetroStar from a dorm room at George
Mason University to a leading tech company
with more than 300 employees. Huge
thanks to Anne McCombe and the team
at MetroStar for being great sponsors and
partners!

FLYOVER PODCAST
FESTIVAL

We held our third, and final, Flyover Podcast
Festival in August. The content of the twoday festival was excellent and engaging, the
speaker slate impressive, and the attendee
reviews positive. Adam Schaeuble, fulltime
podcaster and owner of Podcasting Business
School, coordinated the content and was
a perfect emcee, keeping energy up and
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engagement high. We planned to charge a fee
for Flyover and hold the event in person, but
COVID again forced us to pivot to a free virtual
event.
In the end, however, we struggled to find
sponsors, as in previous years, and attendance
was modest. When we compared the outcomes
to our other thriving programs, and their impact
on our mission and bottom line, we didn’t see
the connections and sparks we hoped for. So,
Flyover didn’t make the cut for 2022. We’ve
left the website up for a while, in case another
organization or individual would like to take over
the brand and make the festival the thriving
event we believe it could be.

STAFFING NOTES

All that we accomplished this year would not have been possible without our staff.
• Cy Megnin, Elevate Venture’s Entrepreneurin-Residence for the Velocities region, held
over 450 one-on-one mentoring meetings
with founders, helping them grow their
companies, refine their pitches, and access
resources—we can’t even count all the
ways he supported The Mill’s programs and
members.
• Melissa Ward, our Head of Initiatives
and Partnerships, built and ran Code/
IT Academy and Bloomington Remote,
(including finding funding and partners,
and interviewing hundreds of participants),
while also providing intensive support for
Flywheel Fund, The Mill’s operations, and the
rest of the team.
• Andy Lehman, our Head of Accelerator
Programming, moved incredibly fast on
building excellent new entrepreneurial
programs like ReBoot, Mill Cohorts,
Crossroads Collegiate, and collaborations
with Ivy Tech, Indiana University, and local
K-12 schools.
• Rachel Kluck, Membership & Booking
Manager, made it her mission to turn
The Mill into a premier destination for
weddings, driving tens of thousands of
dollars in revenue. She gave countless
tours and answered endless emails from
nervous couples, all while managing our
membership and invoicing.

• Gretchen Knapp, Head of Marketing and
Communications, built or rebuilt eight
websites to support our new programs, led
the team’s adoption of Airtable to efficiently
manage program registrations and data,
and wrote our winning EDA grant.
• In February, Ross Fleck joined the team as
a full-time Facilities Manager & Custodian,
replacing several contractors and saving
The Mill thousands annually.
• In March, Brian Hatton joined as Venture
Partner for Flywheel Fund to screen
companies, perform due diligence, and
lead our Kelley interns. He is a Flywheel
investor and brings four years of VC
experience.
• Dan Nash joined in September as the
new Startup Ecosystem Manager for
Velocities, replacing Kylie Abrams, who left
in June. Dan was referred to us by Cy, our
Entrepreneur-in-Residence, who had met
him in Intel’s accelerator for EdTech when
they both ran startups.
• And finally, in December we hired Sarah
Owen as Major Gifts Officer after several
pivots and a long search. Sarah comes
from the City of Bloomington in the Parks
and Recreation department where she
secured sponsorships, coordinated
volunteers, and served as the department
representative at various networking events.
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DATA SNAPSHOTS

A look at the numbers shows a strong
recovery from 2020’s COVID-related
financial downturn.
Total revenue rose 37%, from $720,169 in
2020 to $986,198 in 2021. Notably, most of the
increase is attributable to growth in income
from memberships, private offices, event
space rental, and Flywheel Fund dues—in
other words, sustainable sources other than
grants and donations.
As noted earlier, Flywheel Fund, launched in
2020, increased membership dramatically
in its second round in 2021. Accordingly,
member fees grew from $8,200 in 2020 to
$70,000 in 2021.
Finally, income from memberships and
private offices climbed 32%, to $333,431 from
$252,394 in 2020. Membership rose every
month of 2021, continuing the upward trend
started in June 2020, when we reopened
after the pandemic. We closed the year with
320 members, our highest count ever, and
55 companies.
Event space rental income increased 342%,
from $18,646 in 2020 to $82,437 in 2021. This
growth fueled by the return of in-person
events and, in particular, a push to promote
The Mill as a wedding reception venue.
We created new wedding packages and
pricing, attended the Bloomington Bridal
Show, launched a dedicated website for
weddings at The Mill, invested a third of
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our total marketing budget in advertising
online on The Knot and The Wire, and
dedicated considerable time to giving tours
and responding to wedding inquiries. The
investment has clearly paid off.

342%

INCREASE IN RENTAL INCOME

10
16

TOTAL WEDDINGS
HELD IN 2021

WEDDINGS
BOOKED
FOR 2022

2

WEDDINGS
BOOKED
FOR 2023

We increased PR, advertising, marketing, and
social presence significantly in 2021. We sent
28 press releases promoting Mill programs,
news, and members, with regular pickups
from Inside INdiana Business and local

channels. We launched five new websites
to support Mill programs and offerings,
including: Weddings at The Mill, Cybersecurity
Exchange, Community Innovation Awards,
Crossroads Collegiate, and Bloomington
Remote. Three other sites received redesigns:
Flywheel Fund, Crossroads, and Flyover
Podcast Festival.
As of December 31, our social stats were as
follows.

• Twitter: 1,669 followers, growth of 33% over
the previous year. We averaged 96 tweets
a month (up from 73 per month last year),
resulting in 286,100 impressions and 580%
growth in profile visits (22,460 total).
• LinkedIn: 631 followers, growth of 333%
• Facebook: 1,285 followers, growth of almost
10%
• Instagram: 1,577, growth of 11%
• Flywheel LinkedIn: Launched in May 2021
• Weddings at The Mill Instagram: Launched
in June 2021
• Weddings at The Mill Facebook: Launched in
March 2021

The Mill was the perfect spot for us.
Rachel was a great help throughout the
whole planning process and during the
event. The wedding day itself was all we’d
hoped it would be and more. Many guests
commented on how beautiful the space
was. Also, it was a great comfort for us as a
gay couple to have our wedding in a space
that we felt welcome and supported.”

—Chase Bogan

Our regular communications now include
the weekly Shop Notes video and email to
members, a monthly member newsletter, a
twice-monthly startup newsletter, and biweekly emails to blog subscribers. We ended
the year with 3,612 subscribers in MailChimp,
up 17.7%. Our average open rate on emails
was 44.99%, with an average click-through
rate of 8.02%.
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Member Highlights
Atlas Solutions
• Placed 4th at the Innovation Showcase
• Won $80,000 seed investment at Elevate
Nexus regional competition
• Won $100,000 seed investment at
Elevate Nexus state competition
• Accepted to MassChallenge
• Semifinalist at Crossroads Pitch
Competition
• Participated in gBETA
The Bee Corp
• Ellie Symes and Wyatt Wells named to
Forbes’ 30 under 30 list for Enterprise
Technology
Blueprint Stats
• Raised $300,000, including $100,000
from IU Angel Network and $50,000 from
Flywheel
• Was first student to pitch IU Angel
Network
• Rebranded through The Mill’s Startup
Studio and relaunched its platform
Boost
• Selected as a winner of the Tools
Competition produced by The Learning
Agency and Schmidt Futures
• Brought on WGU Labs as an investor

Cardinal Spirits
• Named a USA Today 10 Best Readers’
Choice Award winner in three
categories: best canned cocktails,
best craft rum distillery, and best craft
specialty spirits distillery
• Named one of Bloomington’s Best
Places to Work for the 2nd year in a row
Civic Champs
• Closed $500,000 round in January
• Secured $75,000 follow-on investment
from Flywheel Fund
• Won the Reimagine Charitable Giving
Challenge hosted by OpenIDEO and
sponsored by the Gates Foundation /
The Better Giving Studio
• Finalist for Pittsburgh Startup Challenge
• Selected for Pittsburgh’s PGH Labs
program
• Pitched at the Innovation Showcase
• Participated in the RK Mellon Social
Impact Investment Pitch Competition
• CEO Geng Wang nominated for
Techpoint’s Rising Entrepreneur Mira
Award and named to 10 Under 40 from
the Bloomington Chamber
• Hit 22 Habitat for Humanity local
organizations served and crossed 5,000
volunteers on the app

Content Cucumber
• Passed $70,000 in monthly recurring
revenue
DeCarlo Animation
• Launched their first feature film, The
Encounter
Deep Word
• Won $80,000 seed investment at Elevate
Nexus regional competition
• Placed 3rd in B-Start’s Demo Day
• Released their API to generate
personalized video content at scale
Dingus Digital
• Started 2021 with one employee at a
dedicated desk and ended the year with
5 full-time and 2 part-time employees
with an office at The Mill
Driver on Deck
• Semifinalist at Crossroads Pitch
Competition
Folia
•
•
•

Relocated to Bloomington from Chicago
Rebranded from Branchfire
Pitched the IU Angel Network

FormAssembly
• Made the Inc 5000 list of America’s
fastest-growing companies for the 4th
consecutive year
• Received the TrustRadius Tech
Cares award as one of 100 business
technology companies surpassing
efforts in social corporate responsibility
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Future Wonder
• Celebrated 5-year anniversary
• Started the year with 8 consultants and
ended the year with 20
• Served as official vendor for the 2021
INTAP program and led 8 winning
proposals
• Employee Abe Kim was on the winning
team for The Mill’s Sprint Week
Griffy’s Art Supply
• Participated in gBETA
Heroine Studios
• Winner, ReBoot Demo Night
• Semifinalist at Crossroads Pitch
Competition
infoSentience
• Released revolutionary advance in AI
that allows software to imitate a human
analyst—the culmination of 10 years of
work
• With partners, secured $12.6 billion
contract from the US Department of
Defense
IU Ventures
• Named as Investor of the Year at
Techpoint’s Mira Awards
• Recognized as the third most-active
fund in Indiana
• Launched IU Ventures Fellow program
IU Angel Network
• Passed 120 angels and $1mm in
investment
• Launched the Sports Innovation
Initiative

Makepath
• Relocated to Bloomington and joined
The Mill
MetroStar
• With partners, won a $12.6 billion federal
contract as the prime. infoSentience,
another Mill company, is one of their
five subcontractors, and Mike Dodd, a
Mill member, held an advisory role in
building the winning team.
• Awarded Insider Pro and
Computerworld 2021 Best Places to Work
in IT
• Launched new branding
SecondSight
• Rebranded in June
• Secured a major partnership with
a managed general underwriter,
resulting in their product being carried/
distributed by a top 10 US insurance
carrier
ShuffleMe
• Participated in Elevate Nexus
• CEO Britain Taylor was nominated for
Techpoint’s Rising Entrepreneur Mira
Award
Stagetime
• Closed a $1.5mm round led by Hyde
Park Angels and M25, with participation
from Flywheel Fund and IU Angel
Network
• Accepted to MassChallenge
• Participated in the Chicago Booth
Venture Capital Investment Competition
• Launched mobile app

SummaForte
• Secured $460,000 investment from IU
Angel Network, its largest investment to
date
• Relocated to Bloomington and opened
offices at The Mill
TEN31 Marketing
• Pivoted to leverage the NCAA’s new NIL
(name, image, likeness) policy
• Signed NIL deals with 7 IU basketball
players and the #1 ranked college golfer
in the US
• Brought on a professional sports
agency as a new client and started an
internship program for IU students in
sports marketing
Terran Robotics
• Participated in Elevate Nexus
• Started building a wait list of people
interested in a home built by
autonomous drone
Townee
• Launched its app and had 500 active
users by July
• Secured $20,000 investment from the
Community Ideation Fund
• Placed 2nd in B-Start’s Demo Day
• Semifinalist at Crossroads Pitch
Competition
• Participated in gBETA
• Launched NCAA athlete NIL deals
Wandr
• Won Crossroads Idea Competition
• Secured $20,000 pre-seed investment
at Elevate Nexus
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The Year Ahead
Wave Therapeutics
• Won Chicago’s Women in Bio Pitch
Competition (both judge and audience
favorite)
• Won TechRise Chicago for IoT
• Won Best Pitch at Metstartr MedMo 2021
• Won Unsung Hero Award from Female
Founders Alliance
• Won audience favorite at StartOut’s
Demo Days
• Accepted to Techstars Future of
Longevity Accelerator
• Advanced to finals of the BioLOGIC
grant competition
• Finalized a cooperative research and
development agreement with the
Veterans Health Administration
• Participated in TechRise Chicago for
health tech
• Participated in gBETA

WayZada
• Won $20,000 pre-seed investment in
Elevate Nexus regional competition
• Launched digital visualization options
• Semifinalist at Crossroads Pitch
Competition
• Participated in gBETA
• Listed as an app on STRAVE
Ziptility
• Raised $650,000, including $100,000
from IU Ventures

We opened the doors to The Mill
in 2018, with the support of threeyear commitments from the City of
Bloomington, Cook Group, and Indiana
University. What we imagined as a threeyear runway stretched, during COVID, to
four. We’ve spent more time operating in a
pandemic than not, and it’s permanently
changed how we approach fulfilling our
mission and vision.
We enter 2022 with deep gratitude to our
Cornerstone Sponsors for having given us
the resources to grow, achieve, and thrive.
We absolutely could not have survived
without the support of our sponsors,
our members, and our ecosystem.
We’re committed to paying it forward.
Our connections to each other are our
superpower.
So we’ll continue seeking new connections
with new partners. We’ll continue to
open the door to entrepreneurship wider,
so that all have access to opportunity.
And we’ll continue to shout—from our
signature sawtooth rooftop—about the
fantastic growth happening at The Mill, in
Bloomington, and across our ecosystem.

The Mill

642 N Madison St
Bloomington, IN 47404
812-250-9714
dimensionmill.org
hello@dimensionmill.org

